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ABSTRACT
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a very popular machine-learning
algorithm used in many systems today. In some applications, having the
classifier built into a chip can allow for low-power and efficient operation.
With this mind, in this senior thesis I implemented multiple radial basis
function (RBF) circuits for classification in a 180-nm-process technology.
After evaluating the power, energy, delay, and accuracy of different circuit
architectures, the Gilbert Gaussian and a newly proposed complementary
bump circuit were shown to be the best for implementing in a support
vector machine classifier. The two-dimensional Gilbert Gaussian circuit has
the most accurate performances, whereas the newly proposed
two-dimensional complementary bump circuit has the smallest area.
Morever, the proposed bump circuit also has a smaller energy and power
consumption than the Gilbert Gaussian circuit at the same input current
levels.
Keywords: Radial basis function circuits; support vector machines;
classification
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
The support vector machine (SVM) is a very popular machine learning
algorithm used today. SVM has been shown to be applicable to text
categorization [1], image classification [2], cancer classification [3] and more.
Although the majority of applications of SVM is done online or through a
program, there are some applications where having an on-chip SVM would
be beneficial, especially in situations where the power source is limited and
low power consumption is necessary. In other words, on-chip learning and
classification can allow for a more power efficient system by reducing the
amount of data sent to the cloud. This is because for a regular sensor
system, one would have to measure the data and send each data point back
to the cloud where the machine learning computations are done. The use of
the transmitter is best to be limited because it accounts for most of the
power consumption of the system. However, with an on-chip SVM, the
algorithm can be computed and only the classification results have to be
sent.
Subsequently, it is obvious that the main goal of building an efficient
SVM in hardware is to minimize power and energy consumption, with the
focus mainly on energy since the power can simply be reduced by
decreasing the speed at which the circuit runs. Within the SVM algorithm
is the kernel which effectively allows us to work with non-linearly-separable
data (discussed in more detail in Chapter 2). For my senior thesis, we chose
to specifically work on designing the most efficient implementation of the
radial basis function (RBF) kernel.
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1.1.1 Radial Basis Functions
Before diving into the material, it is important to clarify what I mean by a
radial basis function (RBF). The term radial basis function actually refers
to any real-valued function whose value only depends on the distance from
some origin. A couple of examples are shown in Table 1.1 [4]:
Table 1.1: Different Types of RBFs
Type of Basis Function φ(r)(r ≥ 0)
Infinitely Smooth RBFs
Gaussian e−(r)
2
Inverse Quadratic 1
1+(r)2
Inverse Multiquadric 1√
1+(r)2
Multiquadric
√
1 + (r)2
Piecewise Smooth RBFs
Linear r
Cubic r3
Thin Plate Spline r2logr
However, by far the most common RBF is the Gaussian RBF. Therefore,
many works this thesis included refer to the RBF and Gaussian function
interchangeably. The more common form of the Gaussian RBF is:
e−γ||xi−x||
2
(1.1)
where γ effectively changes the width of the RBF, and xi and x are two
inputs into the function.
1.2 Research Procedure
The flow chart depicting my design procedure is given in Fig. 1.1.
My very first step was to determine what I wanted to accomplish for my
senior thesis. Fortunately, with the advice of Prof. Shanbhag and Sujan, I
decided on implementing an efficient RBF circuitry for SVM applications.
However, before working on the project, I had to learn and understand the
mechanics of SVM (discussed in Chapter 2). Once I had done that, I wrote
2
Figure 1.1: Design Flow Chart
code for SVM classification using ideal RBFs in MATLAB. (The software is
discussed in Chapter 4 and given in the Appendix.)
Next, with my solid understanding in SVM, I moved on to searching for
different RBF circuitry by doing a literature review (discussed in Chapter
3). From these papers, I was able to determine important performance
metrics and define my evaluation methodology (discussed in Chapter 4).
Moreover, I determined a system architecture for an SVM classifier
(discussed in Chapter 5). Furthermore, because it would be difficult to
implement all of the circuits that I found within the papers, I chose five
different circuits and implemented them in the single-input case (discussed
in Chapter 6). After evaluating the performance of the different
single-input circuits, I chose the best ones and moved on to implementing
them in the double-input case (discussed in Chapter 7). Once again, I
evaluated the performance of the double-input circuitry. From all of this, I
was finally able to end with a conclusion (discussed in Chapter 8).
3
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
Support vector machines are a very popular class of machine learning
algorithms used today. This chapter will briefly cover the basics and
intuition of the derivations of SVM without introducing the rigorous
mathematics.
2.1 Introduction of SVM
2.1.1 SVM: The Linear Case
The idea behind the SVM algorithm is to determine an optimal hyperplane
for classification. This is easily visualized in the linearly separable case, as
shown in Fig. 2.1, which has a two-dimensional feature space.
Figure 2.1: SVM Classification in the Linear Case
The hyperplane always has an equation of the form wTx+ b = 0. From
the diagram, it is easy to notice that if the function f(x) = wTx+ b is
greater than zero, then it is “above” the hyperplane and can be classified as
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a positive label. Similarly, if f(x) is less than zero, then it is “below” the
hyperplane and can be classified as a negative label. For simplicity, the
label is usually written as (y = +1) or (y = −1). This is the basis of the
classification equation as given in Eq. 2.1.
To draw the optimal hyperplane given by wTx+ b = 0, one needs to
maximize the margins given by b/||w||. (These margins are with respect to
the points that are closest to the hyperplane, and are called support vectors.
In fact, these support vectors are the only parts that determine the shape
of the hyperplane.) Maximizing the margins is a constrained optimization
problem that can be solved by using Lagrangian formulas. The resulting
learning algorithm is given below in Eq. 2.2.
Classification (primal form):
f(x) = wTx+ b (2.1)
Learning (primal form):
min
w∈Rd
||w||2 + C
N∑
i
max(0, 1− yif(xi)) (2.2)
These equations are labeled as “primal form” because they are the result
of the original formulation of the optimization problem. One property of
optimization problems is that they have a property of duality. In other
words, one can solve an equivalent optimization problem using a slightly
different notation. This equivalent dual forms of the equations are given
below:
Classification (dual form):
f(x) =
N∑
i=1
αiyi(x
T
i x) + b (2.3)
Learning (dual form):
max
αi≥0
∑
i
αi − 1
2
∑
jk
αjαkyjyk(x
T
j xk) (2.4)
subject to: 0 ≤ αi ≤ C for ∀i, and
∑
i αyi = 0
Although the equations given in the dual form may appear unnecessarily
complicated, it is actually the easier form to use, as will be shown in the
5
next section.
2.1.2 SVM: The Nonlinear (General) Case
In general, the dataset is not going to be given in a linear case. So one
intuitive way of thinking about using SVM on datasets that are not linearly
separable is to transform each data point into another feature space (φ(x)),
usually of higher dimension. This can be visualized by Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: SVM Classification in the Nonlinear Case
Initially this type of transformation may appear to be costly and
inefficient since one would have to transform every single data point into a
higher dimension. However, although this intuition is true, it only
corresponds to the primal form of the equations. This means that it could
be beneficial to try out the dual forms of the equations, as given in Eq. 2.5
and Eq. 2.6. And it is shown in the next paragraph that using the dual
form is much more efficient.
Classification (dual form):
f(x) =
N∑
i=1
αiyiφ(xi)
Tφ(x) + b (2.5)
Learning (dual form):
max
αi≥0
∑
i
αi − 1
2
∑
jk
αjαkyjykφ(xj)
Tφ(xk) (2.6)
subject to: 0 ≤ αi ≤ C for ∀i, and
∑
i αyi = 0
The advantage of the dual form comes from the observation known as the
kernel trick, which is simply noticing that both the classification (Eq. 2.5)
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and learning (Eq.2.6) algorithms have this inner product term (φ(xi)
Tφ(x)).
This simply means that to learn and classify only requires us to calculate
the inner products in the feature space and not the feature space directly.
This inner product is defined as the kernel as shown in Eq. 2.7.
K(xi, x) = φ(xi)
Tφ(x) (2.7)
The general classification and learning equations are given in Eq. 2.8 and
Eq. 2.9, respectively.
Classification (dual form):
f(x) =
N∑
i=1
αiyiK(xi, x) + b (2.8)
Learning (dual form):
max
αi≥0
∑
i
αi − 1
2
∑
jk
αjαkyjykK(xj, xk) (2.9)
subject to: 0 ≤ αi ≤ C for ∀i, and
∑
i αyi = 0
2.1.3 Radial Basis Function
In our case, we will be using the radial basis function Kernel as given by
KRBF (xi, x) = e
−γ||xi−x||2 (2.10)
This is a prime example of how the kernel trick is indeed powerful. The
feature space itself is infinite (because the Taylor series of an exponential is
a sum of infinite polynomials), so if we were to use our intuition of
transforming each data point into an infinite feature space, it would not
work! However, the kernel gives us the inner-products within the unknown
infinite feature space. One can simply calculate SVM using the inner
products of the new feature space!
An easy way to remember the intuition behind this RBF kernel is that it
is a measure of similarity between two points. If the two points are close
together, the output is going be high; in contrast, if the two points are far
away, the output is going to be low.
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2.2 SVM Classification with RBF Kernels
The SVM classification using RBF kernels is given in Eq. 2.11 below:
f(x) =
N∑
i=1
αiyie
(−γ||xi−x||2) + b (2.11)
where f(x) ≥ 0,⇒ y = +1 or f(x) < 0,⇒ y = −1.
N : size of training data
yi : label
xi : training data
x : single input data point
αi : weights (can be zero)
b : constant weight
γ : parameter for the width of RBF
Equation 2.11 is better when rewritten using only the terms of the
support vectors, which usually is much less than the total number of points.
So, ignoring the terms where α equals zero, and only leaving the coefficients
for the support vectors gives us a simplified equation as given in Eq. 2.12.
f(x) =
M∑
i=1
βie
(−γ||SVi−x||2) + b (2.12)
where f(x) ≥ 0,⇒ y = +1 or f(x) < 0,⇒ y = −1.
M : number of SVs
βi : weights for each SV
SVi : Support Vector
x : single input data point
b : Constant Weight
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
There have been many different implementations of circuits that attempt to
create Gaussian or bell-shaped curves. Many of these designs can be
characterized into a couple of different categories including differential vs.
non-differential, subthreshold vs. strong inversion operation, adjustable
width and height, and accurate representations.
3.1 Common Properties of Circuits
3.1.1 Differential Operation
Some of the circuitry operated directly with differential inputs, and others
were based on an single input. The differential operation also meant that
the circuits did not have to have large area and power-consuming
differential amplification, subtraction, squaring, and/or Euclidean distance
circuits. Furthermore, in general, using the differential operation is
advantageous because it reduces the common-mode noise which can be
especially prominent in low-power circuitry. With that said, we decided not
to implement the circuitry that operated with single-ended inputs, as
shown in [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9]. The circuit in [10] was not differential, but
the method of using the translinear loop to parallelize the process of
generating the two-dimensional Gaussian function may be worth
investigating in the future. A new floating gate bump circuit is proposed in
[11], which is a modified bump circuit as given in [12]. Similarly, [13] and
[14] both propose a modified bump circuit with tunable widths. Although
[5] proposed a differential circuit, the size of the circuit was too large,
requiring 15 transistors to implement a single 1D Gaussian function.
The author of [15] proposes a circuit that can simulate four different
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types of RBFs. However, this circuit requires multiple different current
sources that would add too much area. In addition, having the extra
functionality of generating RBFs besides Gaussian RBFs is not the focus on
this project, so this approach was rejected.
The rest of these papers were differential ([12], [16], and [17]).
3.1.2 Subthreshold Operation
Another characteristic of the Gaussian circuitry was the operating region of
the transistors. Most of the circuit architectures have a component that is
placed in the subthreshold region because of the exponential relationship
with respect to current. More specifically, the equation is given in Eq. 3.1
as:
I = Ioe
κVgs (3.1)
One of the main advantages of operating in the subthreshold region is the
low power consumption. On the other hand, the main disadvantages are
increased delay and susceptibility to variations in temperature and process
variations. This variability can be corrected in the algorithm itself as shown
in [16] by first normalizing the output. Another possibility is to retrain the
classification model as shown in [18]. Another method to minimize the
effects of variability would be to increase the lengths of the transistors, but
this is not preferred since we want to minimize area.
Conversely, operating in the strong-inversion region allows more
robustness but consumes more energy. The thing to note, for circuits
operating in the strong-inversion region, is that they do not completely
operate in the strong-inversion region, but rather they range over the
different regions of operations. The papers that show circuits operating in a
wide range of operating regions are [6] and [17]. The rest of the RBF
circuits use the subthreshold region to generate the Gaussian shape.
3.1.3 Adjustable Width and Height
Many of these RBF circuits do not have the explicit method of tunability of
the Gaussian functions’ width and height, but some circuits do. References
[13] and [14] both show circuits with tunable widths, derived from the
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bump circuit. However, these configurations suffer from not being able to
tune the width over a very large range. Fortunately, it was shown in [16]
that it is possible to simply scale the inputs in order to effectively scale the
widths, enabling simpler, more accurate, and robust Gaussian function
circuits. This scaling approach is different from the implementation given
in [15], where the widths are changed by switching binary-sized transistors.
Another scaling that is not necessary is the scaling of the height of the
Gaussian function, since this can be done by connecting it to a simple
multiplier.
3.1.4 Accuracy of Gaussian Function
The shape the output Gaussians for most RBF circuits was not
symmetrical. This is expected because if the circuit is not perfectly
symmetrical, the output cannot be symmetrical either. The reason for this
is channel length modulation, which requires that the output current have a
slight dependence on the drain-source voltage. Fortunately, the consensus is
that exact shape of the function is not critical in machine learning
algorithms. As such, some of the papers simply focus on creating the
“bump” shape, since it works as a similarity measure between the two
inputs. Furthermore, the whole idea of machine learning uses the variability
so the accuracy should not be too important. However, this is something
that I decided to confirm myself by using mean-squared error and accuracy
of SVM classification (discussed in detail in Chapter 4).
3.2 Circuit Selection
As seen from this chapter, there are many different papers that specify how
to implement the Gaussian function. However, choosing a configuration
that operates in the differential mode region was the most advantageous
approach. Correspondingly, this allowed me to select the circuits with
smaller area as well as low power consumption. The circuitry chosen was:
bump circuit [12], Gaussian neuron circuit [13], basic gaussian circuit and
Gilbert Gaussian circuit [16], and the Compact Gaussian Circuit [17].
(Each of these circuits is covered in detail in Chapters 6 and 7.) With these
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architectures chosen, the next step was to determine which ones performed
best. Our evaluation metrics are covered in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
I focused on testing the implementation of five metrics: Delay, Power,
Energy, Normalized Mean-Square Error, and Accuracy within the system.
All of these were programs were written with MATLAB.
4.1 Circuit Level Performance Metrics
All of the circuits were built in the 180-nm-process technology with a
supply voltage of 1.8 V. Furthermore, since the RBF circuits output
current, a resistance of 100 kΩ and capacitance of 10 fF was placed at the
output. The values for the resistor and the capacitor were chosen by
sweeping multiple values, and determining the one that gave a small delay
for an input current of 180 nA.
4.1.1 Delay
The delay (or tss) was tested by inputting a step function into the
differential inputs of the RBF circuit. The amplitude of the step function
begins at zero and rises to a voltage that results in 5% of the maximum
output amplitude.
With this differential input, the delay or settling time is defined as when
it reaches ±5% of the steady-state output value. I wrote a function called
findDelay (given in the Appendix) that determines the delay.
4.1.2 Power
The power consumption is only in the region when the circuit is turned on.
In the actual implementation of an SVM, the RBF circuit would be turned
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off once it reaches its steady-state value. Therefore, the power is defined
with respect to the amount of time it takes to reach a steady-state output.
To calculate power, Eq. 4.1 was used.
Pave = IaveVdd (4.1)
where Vdd = 1.8V and Iave was calculated over the delay.
Although power is a very important metric in real-world applications, it
is not as important when comparing the performance of circuits that have
not been optimized yet. There are multiple methods to decrease the power
in a system. One is by decreasing the speed at which the circuit is run.
Another technique is voltage scaling, which reduces the power by reducing
the supply voltage.
4.1.3 Energy
The more important metric for evaluating the RBF performance is the
energy, given by Eq. 4.2
Eave = Pavetss (4.2)
4.1.4 Energy-Delay Product
The energy-delay product (EDP) is a great metric used for determining
tradeoff of energy and delay. As the name suggests, the EDP is calculated
by Eq. 4.3
EDP = Eave × tss (4.3)
4.1.5 Mean-Square Error
The mean-square error is used to evaluate the shape of the output of the
RBF circuit. To do this, we calculate the mean-square error with respect to
the ideal Gaussian function. To do this, a function called findgamma was
implemented to find the closest fitting gamma to a RBF ideal γ that would
minimize the mean-square error. In fact, this minimum mean-square error
is the mean-square error that is used as the metric, since it is already
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compared with the ideal Gaussian function. The γ is calculated to a
precision of one decimal point.
However, the mean-square error only is a small metric that is used to
characterize the shape of the function. What may actually be more
important is the performance of the SVM algorithm using the RBF circuit.
This is shown next in Section 4.2.
4.2 System Level Performance Metrics
As mentioned in Chapter 1, one of my earliest steps included understanding
and implementing the support vector machine algorithm in MATLAB. To
do this, I used a popular open-source SVM library for MATLAB called
LIBSVM (https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/).
4.2.1 Datasets
The two datasets I tested on are : A dataset containing a transform to
two-class called fourclass from the LIBSVM website, and a sample
dataset ex8a.txt from a Stanford machine learning exercise website. Both
datasets are of a two-dimensional feature space, which makes it possible to
test using the 2D RBF circuits that I built.
4.2.2 Training
Since I knew that I would be focusing on the classification part of the SVM,
I used the prebuilt LIBSVM function to do the training, with the syntax
given as:
model = svmtrain(trainlabels, trainfeatures, ...
[’-s 0 -t 2 -g ’ num2str(gamma)]);
The important part to note is that it is a C-support vector classification
(’-s 0) using a radial basis function with gamma
(-t 2 -g ’ num2str(gamma)). For a more in depth explanation of how to
apply this function, one can simply type svmtrain in the MATLAB
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Command Window. This function returns an SVM model structure which
contains all the important weights and corresponding support vectors.
4.2.3 Cross-Validation for Determining gamma
To determine the optimal γ to use for the datasets, I had to use
cross-validation. For this, I divided the dataset into five different sets, and
found the minimum γ that gave the maximum training accuracy while
using four of the five sets. (The minimum γ was found by
findgamma_algo). I repeated this five times, to test the five different
combinations of datasets. Finally, I used the average of the five different γ
for the γideal for our datasets.
I wrote for two separate scripts called crossValFourclass and
crossValEx8a to do the cross-validation for each of the datasets. The
optimal gamma for the dataset fourclass is γ = 25.52 and for the dataset
ex8a is γ = 91.4.
4.2.4 Ideal Classification
By using the model given by the svmtrain function and the mathematics
given in Eq. 2.12 in Chapter 2, I was able to write my own SVM
classification function called mypredict as given in the Appendix.
I was able to verify the functionality of the function by comparing it with
the prebuilt LIBSVM svmpredict.
4.2.5 Classification with 1D RBF Circuits
The classification using 1D RBF circuits was done by first extracting the
shape of the DC response of the circuit (i.e. sweeping ∆Vin in a range of
-0.7 V to 0.7 V, and measuring Iout). Then, I had to scale my inputs so
that the γ of the circuit would match the γideal (determined in Section
4.2.3) necessary. (While scaling the inputs, I used findgamma to determine
the γ of our circuit outputs). I also normalized my output currents so that
it would be easier to test within the algorithm. Both of these scaling
functions were done by scaleData.
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Next, using the scaled DC response with the correct γ, I tested the
classification with mypredict_circuit. This function was written to used
for an arbitrary number of feature spaces, but in this project, was only
tested on the two-dimensional datasets.
4.2.6 Classification with 2D RBF Circuit
The classification with 2D RBF circuits was done in a similar procedure to
the 1D case. I measured the DC response of the circuit by sweeping two
variables ∆VX and ∆VY , and scaled the inputs using scaleData2d (and
findgamma2d) to obtain our desired γideal. Then I tested the classification
by using mypredict_circuit2d.
The difference between this function and the one for the 1D classification
case is that it is written only for a two-dimensional case (as it uses the DC
response directly).
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CHAPTER 5
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
5.1 Mathematical Background
To determine the system architecture for our classifier, it is helpful to look
at Eq. 2.12 as given in the Chapter 2 and expand it to get Eq. 5.1:
f(x) =
M∑
i=1
[β1e
(−γ||SV1−x||2)+β2e(−γ||SV2−x||
2)+...+βMe
(−γ||SVM−x||2)]+b (5.1)
where: f(x) ≥ 0,⇒ y = +1 or f(x) < 0,⇒ y = −1
M : number of SVs
βi : weights for each SV
SVi : Support Vector
x : single input
b : constant weight
From Eq. 5.1, we can clearly understand the algorithm. For each input,
we want to take the square of the Euclidean distance between it and a SV.
We take the squared distance and scale it by γ, and then we take the
exponential function of that. Finally we multiply by the weight for the
corresponding SV. For this same input, we repeat the process but do it for
each of the remaining SVs, and then sum up the results.
From Chapter 3, we know that the exponent of the squared euclidean
distance is calculated intrinsically by the circuitry. Furthermore, the γ can
be changed by scaling the inputs.
With this in mind, the block diagram of the computation of a single
support vector component (Eq. 5.2) can be shown as in Fig. 5.1.
β1e
(−γ||SV1−x||2) (5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of computation of a single support vector compo-
nent
One aspect that was not mentioned before, but is shown in Fig. 5.1, is
the Von heading into the gate of the PMOS. This is used to represent a
switch for turning ON/OFF our circuits. This is used to reduce power
consumption by minimizing leakage current losses.
Since this is only for the single support vector component, we still need
to sum up the other remaining computations of the other support vector
components. After that, we need to add the constant weight (b). The block
diagram for the entire system is given in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Block Diagram of System Architecture
While this is given as the final goal of our hardware architecture, we
implemented specific blocks one at a time to ensure satisfactory
performance. In particular, most of our efforts were focused on building the
RBF block.
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CHAPTER 6
1D GAUSSIAN CIRCUITS
This chapter will cover the five different architectures that we explored,
with the sections given in chronological order of publication. More
specifically, I implemented the single-input (1D) RBF circuitry to determine
which ones would be most appropriate to implement for a higher dimension.
6.1 Circuit Architectures
6.1.1 Bump Circuit
The bump circuit was proposed by Tobi Delbruck in 1991 in [12]. The
schematic is given in Fig. 6.1a.
(a) NMOS (b) PMOS
Figure 6.1: Schematic of the bump circuit
The circuit’s functionality can be given by:
Iout =
Iin
2
sech2(
κ∆V
2
) (6.1)
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This functionality is easily explained because each of the currents in the
side branches are in subthreshold region:
Ia = Iin
1
1 + e−κ∆V
(6.2)
By adding the two currents together (Eq. 6.2) and simplifying, we can
obtain the Eq. 6.1.
To determine the optimal bias voltages, I swept the voltage from 0 - 1.8
V and measured the output as shown in Fig. 6.2a. Ideally, our input bias
would be at 0.9 V so that our input common-mode range would be
maximized. However, due to the asymmetrical nature of the circuit
configuration, the ideal input bias was around 0.7 V.
Using an input bias voltage of 0.7 V and fixed current source of 180 nA, I
swept the inputs and obtained the output as given in Fig. 6.2b.
(a) Varying input voltages (b) Vin = 0.7
Figure 6.2: Outputs of bump circuit
From Fig. 6.2b, one can notice that the output function is centered
around zero.
6.1.2 Gaussian Neuron
The next circuit I implemented was the adjustable height and width
Gaussian Neuron proposed by Steven S. Watkins and Paul M. Chau from
UCSD, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Raoul Tawel
JPL, California Institute of Technology in 1992 in [13].
This circuit is basically an adjustable width and height added to the
bump circuit. However, since I was not interested in adjusting the width
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and height, it is simply replaced by a current source as given before.
Figure 6.3: Schematic of Gaussian neuron circuit
The input bias voltage was swept again, and the output is shown in Fig.
6.4a. The Gaussian neuron circuit was also simulated with a 180 nA
current source with a input voltage of 0.7 V, as shown in Fig. 6.4b.
(a) Varying input voltages (b) Vin = 0.7V
Figure 6.4: Outputs of Gaussian neuron circuit
6.1.3 Basic Gaussian
The basic Gaussian was one of the RBF circuits proposed by Kyunghee
Kang and Tadashi Shibata from the University of Tokyo in 2010 ([16]). The
schematic of this circuit is shown in Fig. 6.5. This circuit is once again
determined by the operation of a differential pair, with each acting in the
subthreshold region. The equation for this circuit can be approximated as
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of basic Gaussian circuit
shown in Eq. 6.3
Iout =
Iin
4
e−γ∆V
2
(6.3)
The plot of the output current as the input voltage is swept is shown in
Fig. 6.6a. The basic Gaussian circuit was also simulated with a 180 nA
current source with a input voltage of 0.7 V, as shown in Fig.6.6b.
(a) Varying input voltages (b) Vin = 0.7V
Figure 6.6: Outputs of basic Gaussian circuit
6.1.4 Gilbert Gaussian
The Gilbert Gaussian is also proposed by Kyunghee Kang and Tadashi
Shibata from the University of Tokyo in 2010 [16]. In fact, it is shown to be
two basic Gaussian circuits put together to create a completely symmetrical
output. Another view of looking at this Gilbert Gaussian is that it is a
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(a) NMOS (b) PMOS
Figure 6.7: Schematic of Gilbert Gaussian circuit
Gilbert multiplier with its input terminals connected together, hence its
name “Gilbert Gaussian”. The schematic of the Gilbert Gaussian circuit
implemented using NMOS and PMOS is shown in Fig. 6.7a and Fig. 6.7b,
respectively.
Since this circuit has two basic Gaussian circuits cascaded together, the
output current can be shown to be approximately twice the current given in
Eq. 6.3, as shown in Eq. 6.4
Iout =
Iin
2
e−γ∆V
2
(6.4)
The plot of the output current as the input voltage is swept is shown in
Fig. 6.8a. The basic Gaussian circuit was also simulated with a 180 nA
current source with a input voltage of 0.7 V, as shown in Fig. ??.
The output is shown to be completely symmetrical, as shown in Fig. 6.8b.
6.1.5 Compact Gaussian Circuit
The final circuit that I implemented was one proposed by David Vrtaric,
Vladimir Ceperic, and Adrijan Baric from the University of Zagreb, Croatia
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(a) Varying input voltages (b) Vin = 0.7V
Figure 6.8: Outputs of Gilbert Gaussian circuit
in 2013 ([17]). It is referenced to as the “Area-efficient differential Gaussian
circuit” in the paper, but I will be referring to it as the “compact Gaussian
circuit” because it uses the least amount of the transistors compared to the
other configurations. The schematic is shown in Fig. 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Schematic of Compact Gaussian
This circuit was different from the others because it does not operate
only in the subthreshold region. Rather, it changes between subthreshold,
saturation, and the triode region depending on the magnitude of the
differential inputs.
The plot of the output current as the input voltage is swept is shown in
Fig. 6.10a. The basic Gaussian circuit was also simulated with a 180 nA
current source with a input voltage of 0.7 V, as shown in Fig. 6.10b.
Once again, as shown in Fig. 6.10b, the output is symmetrical because
the circuit is symmetrical.
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(a) Varying input voltages (b) Vin = 0.7V
Figure 6.10: Outputs of compact Gaussian
6.2 Results
All the simulations shown in the previous section show the functionality of
the RBF circuits. I specifically used the DC response data to determine the
Mean-Squared Error (MSE) as well as the accuracy within the SVM
Classification algorithm, but I also extracted the transient response of the
circuits to step inputs and characterized the power, energy, and delay.
For all the circuits except the compact Gaussian circuit, the current was
swept across its operating range and the power/energy/delay was
characterized. The table of values of power, energy, and delay is given in
Table A.5 in the Appendix. Instead, the graphs are shown here to show the
general trend of each of the circuits.
The comparisons in power is given in Fig. 6.11. From this, we notice that
the power consumption is less for smaller current inputs and more for larger
current inputs. This is just as expected since the average current drawn
from the voltage source would be proportional to the input current. In other
words, if there is more current in the system, there is also more power lost.
The comparisons in delay is given in Fig. 6.12. From this, we notice that
in general the delay decreases as the current increases. This is only not the
case for the Gilbert Gaussian, which stays at a relatively constant delay
level.
The comparisons in energy is given in Fig. 6.13. From this, we notice
that the bump circuit has the smallest energy consumption in the range of
10 nA to 1 uA. The compact Gaussian circuit, had a very small energy
consumption as well, but it is difficult to conclude anything because it is
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Figure 6.11: Comparisons of Power
Figure 6.12: Comparisons of Delay
only shown at one point. The Gilbert Gaussian circuit has a very
interesting curve where the energy increases as the input current increases,
except for a dip around 180 nA.
With all of these plots, I chose the Iin with the smallest energy and put
them in Table 6.1. From this table, I noticed that the compact Gaussian
circuit seemed the optimal choice because of its small energy, delay, and
MSE. With that said, it was difficult to choose which other circuits
performed best, because they each had different tradeoffs except for the
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Figure 6.13: Comparisons of Energy
Gaussian neuron circuit, which has a much larger energy consumption than
the other circuits.
Table 6.1: Comparisons
Type Power (uW) Energy (fJ) Delay (ns) Iin (A) # Trans.
Bump 2.3 49.5 21.6 10u 7
Neuron 21.2 344.0 16.2 10u 12
Basic 19.3 76.3 4.0 10u 6
Gilbert 0.8 63.9 84.8 180n 8
Compact 7.1 39.0 5.5 N/A 4
Next, each RBF circuit was tested with regards to its accuracy in the
SVM classification, as shown in Table 6.2. Overall, the performance was as
expected. The circuits with a low MSE (i.e. Gilbert Gaussian circuit and
compact Gaussian circuit), both had accuracies very similar to the classifier
using the ideal RBF. The other three circuits all had accuracies that
deviated 20% away from the ideal case.
6.3 Summary
After evaluating the performances of each of the RBF Circuits (Table 6.1
and Table 6.1), I selected the bump circuit, the Gilbert Gaussian circuit,
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Table 6.2: Accuracy of Circuit in SVM Classification
Circuit Fourclass (%) Ex8a.txt (%) MSE (m) # Trans.
Ideal Case 99.42 98.84 0.000 N/A
Bump 84.30 91.86 8.100 7
Gauss Neuron 81.98 95.93 4.800 12
Basic Gauss 80.81 90.12 7.700 6
Gilbert Gauss 96.51 98.84 0.041 8
Compact Gauss 97.67 98.84 0.019 4
and the compact circuit to implement in a higher dimension. The compact
Gaussian circuit was the obvious choice with good performances in each of
the categories. The bump circuit was a choice of having a small energy
consumption as well as small number of transistors. The Gilbert Gaussian
circuit was chosen for its accuracy in the algorithm as well as a small energy
consumption. The other two circuits had too much energy consumption and
no significant advantage over the others, that if I were to implement it in a
higher dimension, the performance would still stay worse than the others.
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CHAPTER 7
2D GAUSSIAN CIRCUITS
7.1 Background
As shown in Chapter 6, I decided to implement the bump circuit, Gilbert
Gaussian circuit, and the compact circuit in a higher dimension. The idea
behind implementing a 2D or higher dimension Gaussian circuit was rather
simple, especially if the output current depended on the input current. This
is because we want to implement a function of the form
Iout = e
−γ||SV−x||2 = e−γ((SV1−x1)+(SV2−x2)) (7.1)
This can be done easily by multiplying the output currents because of the
multiplicative property of exponentials:
Iout = e
−γ||SV1−x1||2e−γ||SV2−x2||
2
(7.2)
Unfortunately, even though the “compact Gaussian” circuits had smallest
energy, area, and shape, I was not able to implement in a higher dimension
because the output current did not depend on the input current. In
essence, the circuit architecture that was proposed was not useful unless the
inputs are scalar. For this reason, I only implemented the bump circuit and
the Gilbert Gaussian circuit.
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7.2 Circuit Architectures
7.3 2D Bump Circuit
The schematic of the 2D bump circuit is shown below in Fig. 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Schematic of 2D bump circuit
This exact configuration is used in [7]. The output of this circuit as a
function of ∆VX and ∆VY is shown in Fig. 7.2a, and the top-down view is
shown in Fig. 7.2b.
(a) Default view (b) Top-down view
Figure 7.2: Output of 2D bump circuit
The output is of a Gaussian shape as I expected. Furthermore, from the
top-down view (Fig. 7.2b), one can notice that although the output is not
centered, it is still circular because I used two NMOS configurations.
Next, I simulated the ideal Gaussian function and subtracted the bump
circuit output from it to get Fig. 7.3. The circuit implementation mainly
appears to be slightly shifted to the side, which is also similar to the output
of the 1D bump circuit.
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Figure 7.3: Error of 2D bump circuit
7.4 2D Complementary Bump Circuit
Next, I noticed that it could be more efficient to use an NMOS in series
with a PMOS to create a 2 dimensional circuit. With this, I created the
schematic shown in Fig. 7.4
Figure 7.4: Schematic of 2D comp bump circuit
The output of this circuit as a function of ∆VX and ∆VY is shown in Fig.
7.5a, and the top-down view is shown in Fig. 7.5b.
From the top-down view (Fig. 7.2b), one can notice that although the
output is not centered as expected of a bump circuit. Furthermore, one of
the dimensions are slightly longer than the other. This is mainly due to the
fact that I used PMOS.
The error with respect to the ideal Gaussian function is shown in Fig. 7.6.
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(a) Default view (b) Top-down view
Figure 7.5: Output of 2D comp bump circuit
Figure 7.6: Error of 2D comp bump circuit
7.4.1 Gilbert Gaussian Circuit
The next circuit I simulated was the Gilbert Gaussian circuit. The
schematic is shown below in Fig. 7.7.
Figure 7.7: Schematic of 2D Gilbert Gaussian
One thing to note about this configuration is that it uses one NMOS and
another PMOS Gilbert Gaussian circuit. This is done in order to minimize
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the number of transistors.
The outputs of the Gilbert Gaussian circuit is given in Fig. 7.8b and Fig.
7.8a.
(a) Default view (b) Top-down view
Figure 7.8: Output of 2D Gilbert Gaussian
Fig. 7.9 shows the error between an “ideal” Gaussian function that the
one implemented in the circuit. The main thing to notice is that the one
pair of inputs (∆X) acts slightly different from the other pair of inputs
(∆Y ). This is due the intrinsic difference in the NMOS and PMOS
transistors.
The error with respect to the ideal Gaussian function is shown in Fig.
7.9.
Figure 7.9: Error of 2D Gilbert Gaussian circuit
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7.5 Power and Energy Consumption
When trying to determine the delay for each of the circuits, the 2D bump
circuit was not able to properly. After plotting what the delay would like
for each of the circuits, I obtained the following plots as shown in Fig.
7.10a, Fig. 7.10b, and Fig. 7.10c.
(a) 2D bump (b) 2D comp bump (c) 2D Gilbert Gaussian
Figure 7.10: Delays of different circuits
From these plots, one can clearly see that the 2D bump circuit oscillates
and never reaches within 5% of the steady-state output (Fig. 7.10a). On
the other hand, the 2D complementary bump circuit oscillates within 5% of
the steady-state output, and the 2D Gilbert Gaussian was able to stay
relatively flat. In an actual implementation, this oscillation can be fixed by
adding a compensation capacitor to help with stability. However, this
would also add another capacitance to the circuit which would worsen the
delay. For this reason, and the fact that the 2D bump circuit has four more
transistors than the equivalent complementary version, I decided not to test
it.
With this said, I swept the input current and measured the power (Fig.
7.11), delay (Fig. 7.12), and energy (Fig. 7.13). From these plots, we can
see that the power consumption is similar. The delay is also relatively
similar until the bump reaches 180 nA, where it jumps up.
After sweeping the values, I chose the implementations with the smallest
power consumption and put them in Table7.1. For the 2D Gilbert Gaussian
circuit, I chose to show the values at Iin = 10 nA as a comparison with the
bump circuit for the same current levels.
After that, I tested the performance of the circuits within the SVM
classifier, compared it with the ideal classification case, and created the
Tables 7.2. I also overlayed the 1D equivalents of the circuits for
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Figure 7.11: Comparisons of Power
Figure 7.12: Comparisons of Delay
Table 7.1: Power and Energy Consumption (using 5% of Steady-State Value)
Circuit Power (uW) Energy (pJ) Delay (ns) Iin (A) # Trans.
2D Comp Bump 25.43 0.692 27.21 10n 12
2D Gilbert 54.60 2.781 50.93 10n 18
2D Gilbert 0.0014 0.066 46563 100p 18
comparison. The accuracies of the system are more clearly shown in Table
7.3
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Figure 7.13: Comparisons of Energy
What we can clearly see from these plots is that the Gilbert Gaussian
circuit performed much more accurately than the bump circuit, which was
as expected since the shape of the Gilbert was much closer to the ideal
Gaussian function than the shape of the bump.
Table 7.2: Comparisons in SVM Classification Accuracy
Circuit Fourclass (%) Ex8a.txt (%) MSE (m) # Trans.
Ideal Case 99.42 98.84 0.000 N/A
Bump 84.30 91.86 8.100 7
2D Comp Bump 82.27 91.42 1.300 12
Gilbert Gauss 96.51 98.84 0.041 8
2D Gilbert Gauss 93.17 98.98 0.026 18
Table 7.3: Percentage Deviation from Ideal
Circuit Fourclass (%) Ex8a.txt (%) MSE (m) # Trans.
Bump 15.12 6.98 8.100 7
2D Comp Bump 17.15 7.41 1.300 12
Gilbert Gauss 2.91 0.00 0.041 8
2D Gilbert Gauss 6.25 -0.15 0.026 18
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7.6 Summary
From Table 7.1, the complementary bump circuit configuration is more
advantageous in terms of power, energy, and delay for the same input
current of 10 nA. This circuit also has a much smaller area, requiring only
12 transistors to implement, whereas the Gilbert Gaussian requires 8.
On the contrary, the Gilbert Gaussian circuit is more advantageous in
terms of accuracy as shown in Table 7.2. (From Table 7.2, the accuracy
using the Gilbert Gaussian was on average 96.1% and the complementary
bump circuit was 86.8%).
One thing to mention is that although it may appear that the bump
circuit has a smaller power and energy consumption than the Gilbert
Gaussian circuit, the Gilbert Gaussian circuit is able to function at smaller
current levels (down to the range of 100 pA). If one desires to use these
circuit at this small current levels, the circuit has a smaller power and
energy consumption (with a larger delay). Therefore, my analysis of power
and energy consumption is not complete until I find the optimium circuitry.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
8.1 Summary
From the five different architectures that I began with, only the bump
circuit and the Gilbert Gaussian circuit were shown to be worth exploring.
To show the functionality in a multi-dimensional case, I implemented both
circuits in the two-dimensional input case. During this time, I proposed a
new complementary form for the bump circuit which uses four less
transistors than the traditional form.
Then, I evaluated the performance of the complementary bump circuit
with the Gilbert Gaussian circuit using the same metrics as in the 1D case.
Unfortunately, the evaluation was not conclusive in terms of power, energy,
and delay (noted in detail in Section 8.2).
Although the analysis of power and energy need to be explored more in
depth, what is definite is that the Gilbert Gaussian has a better accuracy
whereas the bump circuit has a much smaller area. The question is to
answer is which metrics are more important, and this may depend on the
situation. The reason there may not be such an obvious answer is the
concern about scalability and size of the circuitry. To create an
n-dimensional RBF Circuit, one would need to use n
2
of those 2D RBF
Circuits. Depending on the feature size of the data, it is very possible that
the 2D Complementary Bump Circuit would have a better performance.
8.2 Future Work
As mentioned before, it was difficult to choose the better performing
circuitry between the complementary bump and the Gilbert Gaussian in
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terms of power and energy because of the varying performances at different
current levels. For a more thorough analysis, I would need to optimize the
circuits for lower power and energy consumption by scaling the input
current to a minimum.
Similarly, I also need to determine the optimal sizing for all the
transistors. All of the transistors in the circuit architectures were functional
with minimum sizing ratios, and this was not changed because ideally we
would want to minimize the area. However, if power and energy is more
important, than the transistors should be sized to work for smaller input
currents.
Furthermore, although the focus of this work was on analyzing different
RBF circuits, the final goal would be to implement the entire SVM
classifier on-chip, as mentioned in Chapter 1. The architecture for the
classifier portion was briefly covered in Chapter 5. So the next steps would
be to create a set of parallel n-dimensional RBF kernels and then scale each
of its output using a current multiplier. Then, we would have to combine
all the signals together and add in a current corresponding to the weight b.
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APPENDIX A
MISCELLANEOUS TABLES
A.1 Sweep in Power, Energy, and Delay
A.1.1 1D RBF Circuits
Table A.1: Bump circuit - Power, energy, delay
Bias Current (A) Delay (s) Power (W) Energy (J)
10n 3.64E-06 3.55E-08 1.29E-13
180n 1.61E-07 4.93E-07 7.93E-14
300n 7.48E-08 7.80E-07 5.83E-14
1u 2.16E-08 2.30E-06 4.95E-14
10u 4.59E-09 2.03E-05 9.30E-14
Table A.2: Gaussian Neuron circuit - Power, energy, delay
Bias Current (A) Delay (s) Power (W) Energy (J)
10n 2.56E-05 2.06E-04 5.28E-09
180n 3.87E-06 5.50E-07 2.13E-12
300n 2.42E-06 8.42E-07 2.04E-12
1u 4.66E-07 2.45E-06 1.14E-12
10u 1.62E-08 2.12E-05 3.44E-13
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Table A.3: Basic Gaussian circuit - Power, energy, delay
Bias Current (A) Delay (s) Power (W) Energy (J)
1n 2.29E-05 1.34E-08 3.07E-13
10n 5.90E-06 3.51E-08 2.07E-13
180n 2.40E-07 4.10E-07 9.84E-14
300n 1.49E-07 6.49E-07 9.67E-14
1u 3.98E-08 2.02E-06 8.03E-14
10u 3.96E-09 1.93E-05 7.63E-14
Table A.4: Gilbert Gaussian circuit - Power, energy, delay
Bias Current (A) Delay (s) Power (W) Energy (J)
100p 3.02E-05 8.33E-10 2.52E-14
1n 6.62E-06 7.66E-09 5.07E-14
10n 5.66E-06 3.86E-08 2.18E-13
180n 8.49E-08 7.54E-07 6.40E-14
300n 8.13E-06 2.34E-07 1.90E-12
1u 7.85E-06 3.66E-07 2.87E-12
10u 7.37E-06 1.79E-06 1.32E-11
Table A.5: Comparisons in Power, energy, and delay for 180 nA
Circuit Power (uW) Energy (pJ) Delay (ns) EDP (×10−21) MSE (m) Max Output (nA) # Trans.
Bump (γ = 113.4) 0.493 0.079 160.82 12.7 8.10 58.1 7
Gauss Neuron (γ = 38.7) 0.550 2.127 3865.01 8220.9 4.80 58.0 12
Basic Gauss (γ = 86.4) 0.423 0.119 280.93 33.4 7.70 47.7 6
Gilbert Gauss (γ = 60.2) 0.243 0.021 84.85 1.8 0.04 187.0 8
Compact Gauss (γ = 10.7) 7.097 0.039 5.54 0.2 0.02 14814.8 4
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A.1.2 2D RBF Circuits
Table A.6: 2D Complementary Bump Circuit - Power, energy, delay
Bias Current (A) Delay (s) Power (W) Energy (J)
10n 2.54E-05 2.72E-08 6.92E-13
180n 8.17E+07 4.42E-07 3.61E-13
300n 4.80E-07 7.11E-07 3.41E-13
1u 1.33E-07 2.21E-06 2.94E-13
10u 5.70E-09 2.08E-05 1.19E-13
Table A.7: 2D Gilbert Gaussian Circuit - Power, energy, delay
Bias Current (A) Delay (s) Power (W) Energy (J)
100p 4.66E-05 1.42E-09 6.63E-14
1n 6.05E-05 7.85E-09 4.75E-13
10n 5.46E-05 5.09E-08 2.78E-12
180n 6.46E-06 3.66E-07 1.70E-11
300n 1.88E-06 1.54E-06 2.88E-12
1u 1.84E-06 1.93E-06 3.55E-12
10u 1.60E-06 4.77E-06 7.62E-12
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB CODE
B.1 Finding the Delay
function [tss,tssIndex] = findDelay( t,y,ssVal )
%findDELAY This function finds the delay of a step response and plots the figure
% Derived from ECE486 StepResponseMetrics.m cyim2
%Mp
[MaxResponse,MpIndex] = max(y);
if (MaxResponse > ssVal)
Mp = (MaxResponse - ssVal) / ssVal * 100;
else
Mp = 0;
end
%ts
% Find the intersection of ssvalue with curve
% intersections.m can be found online at
% https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/
% 11837-fast-and-robust-curve-intersections
ss = 1:1:size(t);
ss(:) = ssVal;
tss_intersections = intersections(t, ss, t, y);
lastIndex = find(t > tss_intersections(end),1);
x = lastIndex; %initialize x to the intersection farthest away
while (.95*ssVal < y(x)) && (y(x) < 1.05*ssVal)
x = x-1;
end
t4 = find(t >= 4e-9,1);
tss = t(x)-t(t4); % Assume t starts from 4ns
tssIndex = x;
figure;
% Create variables for plotting lines
per95 = ss*.95; per105 = ss*1.05;
% Plot
hold on;
plot(t,y,’-’,’LineWidth’,1.5);
plot(t,per95,’-g’); plot(t,per105,’-g’); plot(t,ss,’--’);
hold off;
legend([’Mp = ’,num2str(Mp), ’%’],...
[’95% (tss = ’, num2str(tss), ’)’],...
’105% ’,...
[’100% (ssValue = ’, num2str(ssVal),’)’],’Location’,’Best’)
% document Mp
if(Mp > 0)
text(t(MpIndex),y(MpIndex),’\leftarrow M_p’,...
’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’)
line([t(MpIndex);t(MpIndex)],[0,y(MpIndex)],...
’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,0.5,’LineStyle’,’:’)
end
% document tss
text(t(tssIndex),y(tssIndex),’\leftarrow tss’,...
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’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’)
line([t(tssIndex);t(tssIndex)],[0,y(tssIndex)],...
’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,0.5,’LineStyle’,’:’)
title(’Determining Delay of Output’);
ylabel(’Current (A)’);
xlabel(’Time (s)’);
end
B.2 SVM Classification using an Ideal RBF
function [ predicted_label,Y,all_vq] = predict_ideal( testlabels, testfeatures, model, gamma)
%PREDICT_IDEAL Predicts the labels for the testfeatures based on model
% Parameters:
% model: SVM model structure from svmtrain.
% gamma: gamma for rbf function
% Returns:
% predicted_label: SVM prediction output vector.
% cyim2
% Initialization of Variables
SVs = full(model.SVs); % Save model data in (x1, x2) form
X = full(testfeatures); % aka Sparse Double -> Double
total_num = size(X,1); % Total Number of Inputs (& Outputs)
Y = zeros(total_num,1); % Create space for temp SVM outputs
predicted_label = zeros(total_num,1); % Create space for output labels
% Calculate all the Euclidean Distances
% Between all the SVs and each X (input)
euc_dist = pdist2(SVs,X);
all_vq = zeros(size(euc_dist));
% SVM Algorithm using RBF Kernel
for i = 1:total_num % Repeat for each input
vq = exp(-gamma*euc_dist(:,i).^2);
all_vq(:,i) = vq;
Y(i) = sum( model.sv_coef.*vq ) - model.rho;
if Y(i) >= 0
predicted_label(i,1) = 1;
else
predicted_label(i,1) = -1;
end
end
% Determine the Accuracy of Classification
num_errors = nnz(testlabels - predicted_label);
accuracy = 1 - (num_errors / total_num);
fprintf(’Accuracy = %0.4f%% ’,accuracy*100);
fprintf(’(%d/%d) (classification cyim2)\n’, ...
total_num-num_errors, total_num);
Y = Y;
end
B.3 SVM Classification using a 1D RBF Circuit
function [ predicted_label,output,decisions ] = predict_circuit( testlabels, testfeatures, model, input_data, output_data)
%PREDICT_CIRCUIT Predicts the labels for the testfeatures based on model
% Parameters:
% model: SVM model structure from svmtrain.
% gamma: gamma for rbf function
% Returns:
% predicted_label: SVM prediction output vector.
% cyim2
% Initialization of Variables
SVs = full(model.SVs); % Save model data in (x1, x2) form
X = full(testfeatures); % aka Sparse Double -> Double
total_num = size(X,1); % Total Number of Inputs (& Outputs)
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Y = zeros(total_num,1); % Create space for temp SVM outputs
predicted_label = zeros(total_num,1); % Create space for output labels
coeff = model.sv_coef;
b = model.rho;
% Calculate the maximum possible delta
% and then normalize the input
% max_diff = max((max(max(SVs))-min(min(X))),(max(max(X))-max(max(SVs))));
% max_input = min(max(input_data,[],1),abs(min(input_data,[],1)));
% scaling_factor = max_input / max_diff;
% SVs = SVs * scaling_factor;
% X = X * scaling_factor;
% For each testpoint
tic;
for i = 1:total_num
vq = ones(size(SVs,1),1); % Reset temporary values to 1
% For each Support Vector (rows)
for j=1:size(SVs,1)
difference_row = X(i,:)-SVs(j,:);
% For the feature space (columns)
for k = 1:size(SVs,2)
vq_temp = interp1(input_data, output_data, difference_row(1,k));
vq(j) = vq(j)*vq_temp;
end
vq(j) = vq(j)*coeff(j);
end
Y(i) = sum(vq) - b;
if Y(i) >= 0
predicted_label(i,1) = 1;
else
predicted_label(i,1) = -1;
end
end
toc;
% Determine the Accuracy of Classification
num_errors = nnz(testlabels - predicted_label);
accuracy = 1 - (num_errors / total_num);
fprintf(’Accuracy = %0.4f%% ’,accuracy*100);
fprintf(’(%d/%d) (classification cyim2 circuit)\n’, ...
total_num-num_errors, total_num);
output = Y;
decisions = vq;
end
B.4 SVM Classification using a 2D RBF Circuit
function [ predicted_label,output,all_vq ] = predict_circuit_2d( testlabels, testfeatures, model, input_data, output_data)
%PREDICT_CIRCUIT_2d Predicts the labels for the testfeatures based on model
% Parameters:
% model: SVM model structure from svmtrain.
% gamma: gamma for rbf function
% Returns:
% predicted_label: SVM prediction output vector.
% cyim2
% Initialization of Variables
SVs = full(model.SVs); % Save model data in (x1, x2) form
X = full(testfeatures); % aka Sparse Double -> Double
total_num = size(X,1); % Total Number of Inputs (& Outputs)
Y = zeros(total_num,1); % Create space for temp SVM outputs
predicted_label = zeros(total_num,1); % Create space for output labels
% Normalize Variables
maxSV = max(max(SVs));
SVs = SVs / maxSV;
X = X / maxSV;
% Calculate all the Euclidean Distances
% Between all the SVs and each X (input)
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euc_dist = pdist2(SVs,X);
all_vq = zeros(size(euc_dist)); % Initialize vector for tracking gaussian
[V1,V2] = meshgrid(input_data);
v1 = V1(:); v2 = V2(:); output_d = output_data(:);
% Create F of interpolated values
F = scatteredInterpolant(v1,v2,output_d);
% SVM Algorithm Using 2d Gaussian Circuit
for i = 1:total_num
for j = 1:size(SVs,1)
delta = SVs(j,:) - X(i,:); % Calculate deltas
vq = F(delta(1),delta(2)); % Find extrapolated value
all_vq(j,i) = vq;
end
% Determine Label for Each Input
Y(i) = sum( model.sv_coef.*all_vq(:,i)) - model.rho;
if Y(i) >= 0
predicted_label(i,1) = 1;
else
predicted_label(i,1) = -1;
end
end
% Determine the Accuracy of Classification
num_errors = nnz(testlabels - predicted_label);
accuracy = 1 - (num_errors / total_num);
fprintf(’Accuracy = %0.4f%% ’,accuracy*100);
fprintf(’(%d/%d) (classification cyim2 circuit)\n’, ...
total_num-num_errors, total_num);
output = Y;
end
B.5 Finding the Optimal gamma of the Algorithm
findgamma_algo.m
function [ idealGamma , maxAccuracy, accuracy ] = findgamma_algo( trainlabels, trainfeatures, testlabels, testfeatures , startgamma, stopgamma, resolution)
gamma = [startgamma:resolution:stopgamma]’;
num_test = size(gamma,1); % # of Test Points
accuracy = zeros(num_test,1); % Mean-Square Error
maxAccuracy = 0;
idealGamma = [];
stopindex = num_test;
% Find Minimum Gamma
% Train Model Using RBF
tic
for i = 1:num_test
model = svmtrain(trainlabels, trainfeatures, ...
[’-s 0 -t 2 -g ’ num2str(gamma(i))]);
[~, accuracy(i)] = mypredict(testlabels,testfeatures,model,gamma(i));
if accuracy(i) == maxAccuracy
stopindex = i;
end
if accuracy(i) > maxAccuracy
maxAccuracy = accuracy(i);
startindex = i;
end
end
for j = startindex:1:stopindex
if accuracy(j) >= maxAccuracy
idealGamma = [idealGamma gamma(j)];
end
end
B.6 Determining the Ideal gamma for Fourclass
clear; clc;
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[trainlabels, trainfeatures] = libsvmread(’fourclass’);
% Divide data into num different categories
num_div = 5;
total_size = size(trainlabels,1);
div = total_size / num_div;
div_index = zeros(num_div*2,1);
div_index(1) = 1;
div_index(2) = floor(div);
for i=4:2:num_div*2
div_index(i-1) = ceil((i/2-1)*div);
div_index(i) = floor((i/2)*div);
end
gamma_array = zeros(1,num_div);
%%
max_V =0.7;
% Save original states
trainfeatures_og = trainfeatures;
trainlabels_og = trainlabels;
for i = 1:num_div
testfeatures = trainfeatures_og(div_index(2*i-1):div_index(2*i),:);
testlabels = trainlabels_og(div_index(2*i-1):div_index(2*i));
% For the 1 index
if (2*i-1) == 1
trainfeatures = trainfeatures_og(div_index(2*i+1):div_index(end),:);
trainlabels = trainlabels_og(div_index(2*i+1):div_index(end));
% For the end index
elseif (2*i) == 2*num_div
trainfeatures = trainfeatures_og(div_index(1):div_index(2*i-2),:);
trainlabels = trainlabels_og(div_index(1):div_index(2*i-2));
% For the general case
else
trainfeatures = [trainfeatures_og(div_index(1):div_index(2*i-2),:) ; trainfeatures_og(div_index(2*i+1):div_index(end),:)];
trainlabels = [trainlabels_og(div_index(1):div_index(2*i-2)) ; trainlabels_og(div_index(2*i+1):div_index(end))];
end
% Normalize the features to our circuit data
maxfeature = max(max(max(full(trainfeatures))), max(max(full(testfeatures))));
trainfeatures = trainfeatures/maxfeature*max_V;
testfeatures = testfeatures/maxfeature*max_V;
% Calculate the idealGamma
[ idealGamma , maxAccuracy, accuracy ] = ...
findgamma_algo( trainlabels, trainfeatures, testlabels, testfeatures, ...
25, 26.5, .1);
gamma_array(i) = min(idealGamma);
end
gamma_ideal = mean(gamma_array); % gamma = 25.52
B.7 Finding the gamma of a 1D RBF Circuit Output
clear; clc;
[trainlabels, trainfeatures] = libsvmread(’ex8a.txt’);
% Randomize the order of feature and labels
trainvector = [trainlabels trainfeatures];
rng(1);
trainvector_random = trainvector(randperm(size(trainlabels,1)),:);
trainlabels = full(trainvector_random(:,1));
trainfeatures = trainvector_random(:,2:end);
% Divide data into num different categories
num_div = 5;
total_size = size(trainlabels,1);
div = total_size / num_div;
div_index = zeros(num_div*2,1);
div_index(1) = 1;
div_index(2) = floor(div);
for i=4:2:num_div*2
div_index(i-1) = ceil((i/2-1)*div);
div_index(i) = floor((i/2)*div);
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end
gamma_array = zeros(1,num_div);
%%
max_V =0.7;
% Save original states
trainfeatures_og = trainfeatures;
trainlabels_og = trainlabels;
for i = 1:num_div
testfeatures = trainfeatures_og(div_index(2*i-1):div_index(2*i),:);
testlabels = trainlabels_og(div_index(2*i-1):div_index(2*i));
% For the 1 index
if (2*i-1) == 1
trainfeatures = trainfeatures_og(div_index(2*i+1):div_index(end),:);
trainlabels = trainlabels_og(div_index(2*i+1):div_index(end));
% For the end index
elseif (2*i) == 2*num_div
trainfeatures = trainfeatures_og(div_index(1):div_index(2*i-2),:);
trainlabels = trainlabels_og(div_index(1):div_index(2*i-2));
% For the general case
else
trainfeatures = [trainfeatures_og(div_index(1):div_index(2*i-2),:) ; trainfeatures_og(div_index(2*i+1):div_index(end),:)];
trainlabels = [trainlabels_og(div_index(1):div_index(2*i-2)) ; trainlabels_og(div_index(2*i+1):div_index(end))];
end
% Normalize the features to our circuit data
maxfeature = max(max(max(full(trainfeatures))), max(max(full(testfeatures))));
trainfeatures = trainfeatures/maxfeature*max_V;
testfeatures = testfeatures/maxfeature*max_V;
% Calculate the idealGamma
[ idealGamma , maxAccuracy, accuracy ] = ...
findgamma_algo( trainlabels, trainfeatures, testlabels, testfeatures, ...
80, 120, 1);
gamma_array(i) = min(idealGamma);
end
gamma_ideal = mean(gamma_array); % gamma = 91.4 for seed = 1
B.8 Finding the gamma of a 1D RBF Circuit Output
function [ idealGamma , minMSE ] = find_gamma( input_data, output_data , startgamma, stopgamma, resolution)
%FIND_GAMMA finds the best fitting gamma to match Gaussian curve
% Finds gamma that minimizes mean-square error
% Parameters:
% input_data : input data used for RBF circuit
% output_data: output data used for RBF circuit
% startGamma : first Gamma to test
% stopGamma : last Gamma to test
% resolution : accuracy of Gamma
% Returns:
% gamma: Best Gamma
% cyim2
% Initialize Variables
gamma = [startgamma:resolution:stopgamma]’;
num_test = size(gamma,1); % # of Test Points
MSE = zeros(num_test,1); % Mean-Square Error
for i = 1:num_test
out_temp = exp(-gamma(i)*input_data.^2);
out_diff = out_temp - output_data;
MSE(i) = mean(out_diff .^2);
end
minMSE = min(MSE);
idealGamma = gamma(find(MSE == minMSE,1));
end
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B.9 Finding the gamma of a 2D RBF Circuit Output
function [ idealGamma , minMSE ] = find_gamma2d( input_data, output_data , startgamma, stopgamma, resolution)
%FIND_GAMMA finds the best fitting gamma to match Gaussian curve
% Finds gamma that minimizes mean-square error
% Parameters:
% input_data : input data used for RBF circuit
% output_data: output data used for RBF circuit
% startGamma : first Gamma to test
% stopGamma : last Gamma to test
% resolution : accuracy of Gamma
% Returns:
% gamma: Best Gamma
% cyim2
% Initialize Variables
gamma = [startgamma:resolution:stopgamma]’;
num_test = size(gamma,1); % # of Test Points
MSE = zeros(num_test,1); % Mean-Square Error
[V1,V2] = meshgrid(input_data);
%v1 = V1(:); v2 = V2(:); output_d = output_data(:);
for i = 1:num_test
out_temp = exp(-gamma(i)*(V1.^2+V2.^2));
out_diff = out_temp - output_data;
MSE(i) = mean(mean(out_diff .^2));
end
minMSE = min(MSE);
idealGamma = gamma(find(MSE == minMSE,1));
end
B.10 Scaling the Outputs of a 1D RBF Circuit
function [V_new, I_new, gamma_new, V_og, I, gamma_og] = scaleData(V,I,max_V, max_new)
% This functions normalizes the current output
% and also scales the gammas by changing the width
I = I * 1/max(I); % Normalize Iout_data
[gamma_og,MSE_og] = find_gamma(V, I, .1, 1000, .1);
V_og = V;
V = V * max_new / max_V;
if max_new < max_V % Increasing gamma
% For max_new < 0.7 (to increase gamma, make narrower)
spacing = max_new/((size(V,1)-1)/2); % Designate space
V_new = (-max_V:spacing:max_V)’; % Create a new x-axis
I_new = ones(size(V_new)); % Preallocate memory for our design
startIndex = find(V_new > -max_new,1); % Find the first time
stopIndex = find(V_new > max_new,1); % Find the first second time
if (stopIndex - startIndex) == size(I,1)
I_new(startIndex:(stopIndex-1)) = I; % Create the new output
I_new(1:startIndex-1) = I(1)*I_new(1:startIndex-1);
I_new(stopIndex:end) = I(end)*I_new(stopIndex:end);
elseif (stopIndex - startIndex) == size(I,1)-1
I_new(startIndex:stopIndex) = I; % Create the new output
I_new(1:startIndex-1) = I(1)*I_new(1:startIndex-1);
I_new(stopIndex+1:end) = I(end)*I_new(stopIndex+1:end);
else
disp(’I_new is not changed’)
end
[gamma_new,MSE_new] = find_gamma(V_new, I_new, 1, 3260, 1);
% Warning for if gamma becomes too high
if gamma_new == 1000
disp(’Reached upper limit of Gamma’)
end
elseif (max_new == max_V)
%Do nothing
disp(’Keep the data the same (there is no scaling)’);
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V_new = V; I_new = I;
gamma_new = gamma_og;
else
% For max_new > 0.7 (to decrease gamma, make wider)
startIndex = find(V >= -max_V,1);
stopIndex = find(V >= max_V,1);
V_new = V(startIndex:stopIndex);
I_new = I(startIndex:stopIndex);
[gamma_new,MSE_new] = find_gamma(V_new, I_new, .01, 15, .01);
end
end
B.11 Scaling the Outputs of a 2D RBF Circuit
function [V_new, I_new, gamma_new, V_og, I, gamma_og] = scaleData2d(V,I,max_V, max_new)
% This functions normalizes the current output
% and also scales the gammas by changing the width
I = I * 1/max(max(I)); % Normalize Iout_data
[gamma_og,MSE_og] = find_gamma2d(V, I, .1, 1000, .1);
V_og = V;
V = V * max_new / max_V;
if max_new < max_V % Increasing gamma
% For max_new < 0.7 (to increase gamma, make narrower)
spacing = max_new/((size(V,1)-1)/2); % Designate space
V_new = (-max_V:spacing:max_V)’; % Create a new x-axis
I_new = ones(size(V_new,1),size(V_new,1)); % Preallocate memory for our design
startIndex = find(V_new > -max_new,1); % Find the first time
stopIndex = find(V_new > max_new,1); % Find the first second time
if (stopIndex - startIndex) == size(I,1)
I_new(startIndex:(stopIndex-1),startIndex:(stopIndex-1)) = I; % Create the new output
I_new(1:startIndex-1,1:startIndex-1) = I(1,1)*I_new(1:startIndex-1,1:startIndex-1);
I_new(stopIndex:end,stopIndex:end) = I(end,end)*I_new(stopIndex:end,stopIndex:end);
elseif (stopIndex - startIndex) == size(I,1)-1
I_new(startIndex:stopIndex,startIndex:stopIndex) = I; % Create the new output
I_new(1:startIndex-1,1:startIndex-1) = I(1,1)*I_new(1:startIndex-1,1:startIndex-1);
I_new(stopIndex+1:end,stopIndex+1:end) = I(end,end)*I_new(stopIndex+1:end,stopIndex+1:end);
else
disp(’I_new is not changed’)
end
[gamma_new,MSE_new] = find_gamma2d(V_new, I_new, 1, 3260, 1);
% Warning for if gamma becomes too high
if gamma_new == 3260
disp(’Reached upper limit of Gamma’)
end
elseif (max_new == max_V)
%Do nothing
disp(’Keep the data the same (there is no scaling)’);
V_new = V; I_new = I;
gamma_new = gamma_og;
else
% For max_new > 0.7 (to decrease gamma, make wider)
startIndex = find(V >= -max_V,1);
stopIndex = find(V >= max_V,1);
V_new = V(startIndex:stopIndex);
I_new = I(startIndex:stopIndex,startIndex:stopIndex);
[gamma_new,MSE_new] = find_gamma2d(V_new, I_new, .01, 15, .01);
end
end
B.12 Create the Testing Data
function [trainlabels, trainfeatures, testlabels, testfeatures] = createEx8a(file,num_test,max_V,seed)
% Calculates the corresponding labels and features
% Scales for the input system
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% Read in the file
[trainlabels, trainfeatures] = libsvmread(file);
% Randomize the order of feature and labels
trainvector = [trainlabels trainfeatures];
rng(seed);
trainvector_random = trainvector(randperm(size(trainlabels,1)),:);
trainlabels = full(trainvector_random(:,1));
trainfeatures = trainvector_random(:,2:end);
% Take the number of training vectors
testlabels=trainlabels(1:floor(num_test*size(trainlabels,1)));
testfeatures=trainfeatures(1:floor(num_test*size(trainlabels,1)),:);
trainfeatures=trainfeatures((floor(num_test*size(trainlabels,1))+1):size(trainlabels,1),:);
trainlabels=trainlabels((floor(num_test*size(trainlabels,1))+1):size(trainlabels,1));
% Normalize the features to our circuit data
maxfeature = max(max(max(full(trainfeatures))), max(max(full(testfeatures))));
trainfeatures = trainfeatures/maxfeature*max_V;
testfeatures = testfeatures/maxfeature*max_V;
end
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